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Nobody cares more about the customers of a store than the
owner of a store. Ours is right here to help you choose the
precious gem that is forever. It's too personal, too important
a moment to trust to long-distance management, we say. You
agree? Stop by and see the boss. Or call and make an appointment. Either way, the owner—whose lifework is the study
of diamonds and colored stones —is at your service. It makes
a difference. Remember, nobody cares more.
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USC, Clemson officials meet,
pledge cooperative efforts
"If the principle of detente can work in easing
international relations, who knows, maybe it just
might help bring South Carolina's two largest
universities together," stated an optimistic Gov.
John C. West.
Thus began a coalition between Clemson
University and the University of South Carolina, as
academic and administrative personnel from the
two state universities met in Columbia on Sept. 26 to
discuss areas of mutual concern.
Representatives from Clemson numbered 32,
including most of the academic deans, directors and
staff administrators.
Commenting on the rivalry between Clemson and
USC, West said that "some aspects of the rivalry
have been what you might call counterproductive...with a resultant loss of efficiency in the overall
educational product of the state."
He feels that the future greatness of the state can
be directly tied to the excellence which these two
institutions can produce.
The goal of the meeting according to West was to
"lay the groundwork and establish the spirit in
which we can build a long and fruitful working
relationship."
West said that the motivation behind the meeting
"is the benefit which can be passed along to the
people of South Carolina. Through better communication and through better coordination, we
should determine how best the entire structure of
higher education in South Carolina can be made
more sensitive and more responsive to the needs of
the state."
Clemson President Robert C. Edwards said that
the meeting was not "to review the past but to plan
for the future." He felt the session was a time "for
stating some of the basic assumptions on which we
should proceed and for, perhaps, illustrating how
our working closely together in certain matters will
be of greater benefit to this state than if we
proceeded toward these goals separately."
According to Edwards the first objective "is to
recognize again and to re-affirm once again that
educational institutions such as ours are a national
resource and that they have made and will continue
to make a major contribution to the well-being of
this country." He added that it is up to these institutions to educate the people of the state in order
that they may be self-governing.
Edwards believes that a coalition between
Clemson and USC would provide better solutions to
the state's most pressing needs whether it be the

economy, environment, energy or social concerns.
At the undergraduate level, Edwards hopes
"Clemson and the University of South Carolina
working closely with the four-year colleges, the
technical education system and the private junior
colleges could bring into being a system something
like a common market, by which the undergraduate
student can transfer from one institution to another
with the greatest degree of flexibility and the least
loss of time and credit."
However, it is in the area of graduate and
professional programs that Edwards feels the
combined efforts can make the most immediate and
spectacular contributions. He sees the possibility of
"consultation and discussion on specific areas of
teaching and research, with possibilities of faculty
and student exchange and perhaps the establishment of joint appointments."
"Surely combining our efforts on a single problem
like the energy crisis can make a greater contribution and possibly save the state more money
than if we went our separate ways," he said.
Edwards concluded his remarks by calling the
meeting a "promise not only for the future of higher
education in this state but also for the nation and the
world."
USC President W. H. Patterson, acknowledging
great achievements for the state by both institutions, said that he was "convinced that the two
state-supported universities, working harmoniously
and imaginatively in concerted effort, can make a
much greater contribution to the welfare and
prosperity of the people of South Carolina than ever
they have been able to do independently of each
other."
He feels that the coalition would contribute
greatly not only in service to the state, but also in
the area of educational enterprise itself. "We need
cooperative educational goals and programs
designed to maximize and take advantage of our
academic strengths on both campuses," he said.
After West, Patterson and Edwards made introductory remarks, the representatives of both
universities met in small groups to discuss activities of mutual interest and to plan for possible
further combined efforts by the two institutions.
"Hopefully," West concluded, "there will be one
notable exception to that spirit of cooperation, and
that will come on a single Saturday afternoon each
fall when the Tigers and the Gamecocks go to war.
That's where the rivalry belongs, and that's where
it does the most good."
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Students ''apathetic," Brantley says
by Jack McKenzie
"Those students who write off student
government as ineffective are part of the
root cause of that same ineffectiveness,"
remarked Student Body President
Reginald Brantley at Monday night's
student government banquet. Present at
the banquet sponsored by ARA Slater and
held at the Clemson House were
representatives from all elements of
student government and members of the
administration.
Speaking briefly to the assembled
guests, Brantley explained the functions of
student government: "First — as a
medium through which which students can
make meaningful contributions to the
University's academic, cultural and
physical development. Second — SGA is a
servant that seeks to bring about the
conditions through which student
aspirations can be realized."
He added, "Student government,
however, plays another role in student life
that both incorporates and transcends its
role of medium and servant. Members of
student government must function as
opinion leaders."
The president noted that while "there is
some validity to the charge" that student
government is "do-nothing or ineffective
and unimportant," the "much more important factor is simply that many of our
peers are apathetic to student government
because they are apathetic human beings.
"Apathy is a state of being that does not
have to have a cause; it simply exists." To

Marine grants

"counteract this apathy," he suggested
"increasing personal contact between the
members of student government and our
constituents. Person-to-person contact
between people and representatives is the
key to getting students out of their
apathetic and negative attitudes."
Brantley emphasized, "We in student
government, we as the student body do
have influence on the policy-making
bodies here at Clemson University simply
because faculty and administration have a
purely humane interest in knowing what
students feel are constructive changes that
can be made to make Clemson the best
place in the state, region or nation for
someone to get an education."
Continuing to stress the need for cooperation between all groups on campus,
Brantley stated, "We cannot be 'yes-men'
to each other in student government. We
will disagree, but in disagreeing we must
not allow our roles as leaders and
representatives to degenerate into personality issues."
He classified "cynicism and apathy" as
"negative forces that inhibit individual
development add stifle group progress."
Developing the theme, he noted, "Instead
of being apathetic or complaining about
shortcomings, wo ; must vorce or
dissatisfactions, our positive ideas and we
must utilize the instruments available to
us to bring about the realization of our
aspirations."

Brantley concluded by accepting
responsibility for setting "a general tone
and philosophy for SGA activities." He
commented, however, that "it is the
senate that must take the responsibility of
molding student opinions into a coherent
practical program to be implimented
through bills or suggested to the administration through resolutions."
Again stressing the need for personal
contact with students, he declared, "You
senators must do more than occasionally
post minutes; you must do as you did in
your campaigns—going from door to door
in the dorms and talking personally with
your constituents,"

Moore Award
to aid students
The Ernest Jewell Hardesty Moore
Memorial Award has been established at
Clemson through a gift of $5,000 by Anne
Moore of Camden in memory of her son
Ernest, a former Clemson student.
The initial gift will be used, along with
those of other donors, to establish an endowment from which the income will
support two annual awards of $200 each to
outstanding students majoring in
psychology and sociology.
The memorial award is the first endowed award in the College of Liberal Arts
designated, for use in psychology and
sociology. The first recipients will be
recognized at Honors and Awards Day
ceremonies next April.

Marathon game for MS fund set
Fike Field House will be the scene of a
46-hour marathon volleyball game between Kappa Kappa Gamma sorority and
Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity, Nov. 1-3.
The volleyball game is a service project
with the intent of raising money for the
Multiple Sclerosis Foundation. The goal of
this project is $1,000. "We feel that the
amount isn't so important — it's the fact
that we're finally starting to raise money
for. the Multiple Sclerosis Foundation,"
saidFaye Georgeo, co-chairperson for the
project. "We hope this will be a kick-off
point for similar projects in the future."

Anyone can help with the fund-raising,
according to Georgeo. The idea is to
donate a sum of money to sponsor the team
of one's choice for a specified amount of
time.
"We are looking for the support of the
townspeople and businesses and especially
the professors and, students of the
University," stated Georgeo./"Donations
are taxdeductable."
Businesses or individuals desiring to
contribute towards this effort can contact
Georgeo at 656-8477 or Gloria Hash at 6568478.

State Jaycees mark 'Hope Sunday'

awarded
Five grants totaling $116,790 have been
awarded to Clemson University by the S.C.
Sea Grant Program for studies of the
state's oyster industry, beach erosion,
methods for raising freshwater shrimp,
and the labor force for the fisheries industry.
Largest grant is $54,100 to the Marine
Extension and Advisory Service, a division
of the Clemson University Cooperative
Extension Service. The division provides
consultant services for marine resources
problems.
Other grants are:
—$25,000 for designing laboratory
equipment to raise an exotic species of
freshwater shrimp with potential for
becoming a major new American food
source.
—$19,500 for tests of textile materials on
beach areas to prevent erosion.
—$13,600 to study the availability of
workers for the fisheries industry in
coastal counties.
—$4,590 to study mechanization
requirements for revitalizing the South
Carolina oyster industry rough the use of
scientific culture methods.
Most of the Clemson projects are
cooperative efforts with the S.C. Division
of Marine Resources, Medical University
of South Carolina, University of South
Carolina or the College of Charleston. S.C.
Sea Grants to all state agencies total
<370,000.
The program is partially funded by the
Office of Sea Grant National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration, a branch of
the U.S. Department of Commerce.

This Sunday has been designated "Hope
Sunday" by the South Carolina Jaycees.
Hope Sunday marks the end of Camp
Hope Week, Sept. 30-Oct. 6, during which
the Jaycees have been selling M&M
candies to help finance the new Camp
Hope facility at Lake Hartwell.

Hartwell, and with a successful campaign,
we feel certain that we'll raise enough for
Camp Hope to complete construction of
permanent cabins for our campers," he
said.

Ceremonies set

Jaycee Camp Hope for summer 1974 was
held at two separate locations in three
sessions: the first sessions were held for
adults and pre-teens on the Clemson
campus, and the third session for
teenagers was held at Camp Long in
Aiken. The Jaycees intend to make Lake
Hartwell the permanent site for the 1975
summer camp for all South Carolina
retarded citizens.
Poll Knowland, a member of the
Clemson Jaycees, has been appointed 197475 Hope Sunday chairman. He will be
responsible for coordination of all events
and promotions for the annual Jaycee
Hope Sunday program and for Jaycee
Camp Hope for 1975.
Knowland said that he is "excited about
this opportunity to get the citizens of the
Clemson area directly involved in helping
the mentally retarded of our own community. This year, once again, we're
fortunate in having M&M candies as our
product and our sales will provide us with
the financial backbone needed to complete
our camp project.
"We look forward to having a tremendous year. The South Carolina Jaycees
already have land on the shores of Lake

The Jaycees have contributed more than
$100,000 in the past six years for the
operation of Camp Hope and have
determined to raise more than $100,000 this
year along for Camp Hope.
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Ground breaking ceremonies for the
University's $840,000 Recreation-Outdoor
Education Research Laboratory will be
held at noon today.
Gov. and Mrs. John West will participate
in the ceremonies which are to take place
in a heavily wooded peninsula in the Twin
Lakes area of the Clemson Forest about
five miles south of the main campus.
The complex of camping facilities
eventually will serve a variety of groups,
including the physically disabled, mentally retarded, emotionally disturbed,
senior citizens and area school children, as
well as students and faculty from the
university.
Two complete subcamps are to be ready
for campers next spring. Each subcamp
will have eight cabins, a crafts center and
a building housing a dining room, administrative offices and an infirmary.
Each subcamp is designed to accommodate 50 campers and 20 counselors.
A maximum of four subcamps will be
available to these groups upon completion
of the facilities.
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Pokrop progresses into 'solid rock band'
GOOD DAY
Lighthouse
Lighthouse just keeps turning out good
music and receiving little or no notice for
their effort. From their original 13
members they have now come down to
nine, including three new players. As a
band they progressed from one of the
earliest jazz-rock groups through a
mellow, spiritual period and into a solid,
driving rock band. The jazz influences and
the trademark vocal harmonies are still
there, but there's more power and force to
the sound now.
Leader Skip Prokop (drummer for the
old Bloomfieid-Kooper super sessions) has
given up drums for guitar on the new
album and Billy King is a pounding,
worthy successor to the throne. Prokop
and longtime guitarist Ralph Cole work
well together and do some particularly
nice trios with keyboard man Sam See.
See's use of a synthesizer is occasionally a
trifle heavy-handed, but in conjunction
with the two guitarists, he comes up with
some intriguing material.

The whole album is filled with the
energy, brightness and spontaneity that
characterizes all of Lighthouse's music
and makes them a pleasure to listen to. If
"One Fine Morning" is all you've heard
from this band, you're passing up a real
gold mine, and "Good Day" is the latest
proof of its value.
ALIVE AT THE JOHNNY MACK BROWN
HIGH SCHOOL
The Statler Brothers
Some time back the Statler Brothers put
out an album called Country Music Then
and Now which contained a ten-minute
track called "Saturday Morning Radio
Show." It was a spoof of the small-town
country music programs you can hear
driving anywhere throughout the South It
was a scream.
Now Lester Moran, the Old Roadhog and
his Cadillac Cowboys are back on an entire
album from Rainbow Valley's radio voice,
WEAK. One side of the record gives us the
"Saturday Morning Radio Show No. 2,"
with the Roadhog and your favorites, Red,

Wesley, and Wichita. There is also a secret
audition tape, made in the Roadhog's
living room, which introduces Rainbow
Valley's brightest stars in the fields of
opera and tap dancing.

things we like
by Gary Ragan

The other side is an entire live Saturday
night show from Johnny Mack Brown High
School. As ever, all the musicians are
incredibly out of tune and time. Mixed in
with the outlandish music and vocals are
Lester's ludicrous jokes and remarks, and
the whole thing is killingly funny. Some of
the music is so bad it actually becomes
painful, but taken in reasonable doses it
ought to keep you laughing for weeks.

POKROP

Ragan

AN ANTHOLOGY, VOLUME II
Duane Allman
Three years after his death, Duane
Allman can still command attention from
the music world. His music, his life and
even his death seem to symbolize the
nebulous ideals rock represents. He has

become even more of a legand since his
death.
In answer to the demands of the recordbuying public and the accounting
department, Capricorn has released
another collection of the works of the
wizard of the slide guitar.
The album is chiefly a collection of
Duane's work as a session guitarist for a
number of artists including Aretha
Franklin, Herbie Mann and Lulu: Duane is
barely heard on a couple of them, but he's
prominently featured on several and gives
generally good performances.
Several recordings from the 1968-1969
era, previously unreleased, are fairly
rough but provide an interesting historical
perspective from which to view Allman's
later work. Two previously released
tracks from Allman Brothers' albums
cover that aspect of his music. A
previously unreleased live "Midnight
Rider" finishes off the album, but lacks a
lot of the polish and smoothness that the
Brothers usually insist on.
The record isn't exactly great, but it
does offer a good collection of Duane's
studio work that is otherwise rather hard
to come by and gives collectors a few more
minutes of his playing.
IRISH TOUR'74
Rory Gallagher
Ireland's favorite son of rock'n'roll
returned home early this year to enthusiastic crowds of longtime fans who
contributed to the making of one of the
most stimulating albums out this year.
Rory Gallagher has always been a fine live
performer and this new one from him
won't hurt that reputation in the least.
Gallagher has his musical roots in
European blues and the electric, forceful
projections of the black blues from
Chicago and the Mississippi delta. He is at
his best though when he slips out of this
mold and into some of his more original
material,
continued to page 16

String along with 'Art of the Puppeteer'
National Marionette Theatre comes to Clemson
on Monday, Oct. 14, at 8 p.m. in Daniel Auditorium,
featuring David Syrotiak's "Art of the Puppeteer."
The show, written and performed for an adult
audience, draws from concert, dance and theatre
art forms to meld its own distinctiveness as a
unique form of entertainment. Sponsored by
Student Union, the cost is 50 cents to see master
puppeteer Syrotiak cast his spell and bring his
wooden figures to life.

New York dancer Sybil Huskey, an affiliate artist
with the South Carolina Arts Commission, will
present an informal modern dance performance in
Tillman Auditorium this Sunday at 8 p.m. Those
interested in modern dance will also wish to come to
the "Movement Workshop," which will be performed and conducted by Huskey from 3-5 p.m. on
Sunday.

Short pants
edited by George A. Smith

Clemson Players offer a solid week in which you
may enjoy their first production of the semester, "A
Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum."
Beginning Tuesday night at 8 p.m., the comedy runs
through Sunday night at Daniel Auditorium.
Major characters in the Roman spoof are Jeff
Cone as Pseudolus, a slave; Luci Brogden as Philia,
a very desirable virgin slave; Mike Easier as
Hysterium; and Bill Walker as Hero.
Dr. Corinne Sawyer directs the entertaining farce
comedy. Come early for a seat.

Football fans rejoice — Frank Gifford is on his
way. This Thursday the former New York Giants
star will speak in Tillman Auditorium at 7 p.m.
Gifford's numerous credits include being host of
NFL pre-game television shows and being a playby-play reporter for "ABC Monday Night Football."
Gifford's Thursday evening speech will,
presumably, concern football.
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Hard work makes Players' 'magic possible
by Eileen L. Moore.

Photos by Stevenson

Not too long ago, the Clemson
Players announced audition
dates for their next production,
"A Funny Thing Happened on the
Way to the Forum." Just five
short weeks ago, as a matter of
fact.
Tuesday, the magic will
happen and the Players will
present the show for the opening
night of a six night run.
What the audiences will miss
however, is the five tough weeks
of preparation, of hard work and
of dedication that goes into the
production of every play.
"I actually started preparing
for this show last spring," said
Corinne Sawyer, associate
professor of English and director
of the show. "Maybe I shouldn't
admit that," she added with a
laugh.
Groundwork for the play was
completed prior to the announcement of tryouts, Sawyer
explained. "A director must
'block' the production (make
sure no character is blocking the
audience's view of any other
character) way beforehand," she
commented. "There's too much
to do after the cast is chosen to
have to worry about that.
Besides, we have to make enough
changes with the blocking
already worked out. Nothing is
final as far as that goes.
"One problem we had with this
particular play was with a chase
scene where Pseudolus (a
principal character) must evade
four soldiers. The stage directions say that Pseudolus 'cleverly
evades the four soldiers,' but it
doesn't say how he does this. We
tried several different ways, all
of which we thought were awfully
clever to start with," said
Sawyer.

One "clever trick" that Sawyer
tried was the old patty cake trick
from the days of the Bing CrosbyBob Hope movies. "You
remember," she said. "One of
them stopped the cop or whoever
it was chasing them and started
to play patty cake with him. The
man stupidly goes along with it
giving the other guy the chance to
bop him in the face. Hope and
Crosby then run off, rid of their
enemy. It all sounded so good, but
we just couldn't pull it off to make
it look funny. We finally had to
work something else out.
"Only the very best actors with
years of professional experience
like Olivier and Burton do their
own blocking," Sawyer pointed
out.
So as the audience watches the
characters move on stage they
are not watching spontaneous
inspiration. They are watching
the result of weeks of
preparation.
While play production begins
weeks, sometimes months before
the announcement of auditions as
far as the director is concerned, it
does not begin for cast and crew
until tryouts are over. And
tryouts can be just as hard on one
as acting in the play itself, according to some Players.
"Sometimes I feel that it takes
more nerve to get up to try for a
part than to act the part in the
show," commented Sarah
Rhodes, publicity chairperson for
the Players. "But once you're in
theater, it's hard to resist trying
out."
"It gets into your blood, if you
want to use that phrase," added
Dee Kiger, make-up crew
chairperson for "Forum."
On the night of tryouts, one
student, intent on remaining as

distant to the production as.
possible in order to salvage her
grades, just couldn't resist trying
out for a part in the play. She
filled out the tryout sheet, read
and sang for the part and
promptly withdrew her application as soon as it was all
over. "That seems to have
satiated me," she sighed;
One could easily pick out those
seriously attempting to become
cast members and those simply
around for the entertainment on
the first tryout night. Some were
intent, motionless, but sprang to
life
the
second
Sawyer
pronounced, "All right. Go
ahead."
For five minutes, they became
Domina, the over-bearing wife,
Philia, the virgin, or Psuedolus,
the conniving, lovable hero.
"Girls, I want to see you
move," emphasized Sawyer
while watching the slave girls.
"Just let it go and dance," she
directed, while watching them
perform that first night of
auditions.
After two nights of tryouts, the
cast of a Players Production is
chosen and put to work immediately. First the director has
the cast read through the script,
showing the cast where to place
emphasis, where to change expressions, how to control the
character with their voice.
Following the read through, the
cast learns blocking. "The
blocking
is
permanent
throughout the show unless we
see that it would work better in
some other way," commented
one cast member.
As soon as these preliminaries
are over, Sawyer explained, the
cast begins to learn and to perfect
their roles.
"Many times, actors will ad lib
and work up something brilliant.
And we'll keep it in the show,"
she said.
At times however, the ad libbing might become dangerous.
"During the last weeks of the
show, the cast should really be
concentrating on perfecting what
they have been doing rather than
changing things," she commented.
What the cast is perfecting,
however, are the makings of
professional theater. "It is just
miraculous what the Players can
produce," said Sawyer.
But they couldn't produce
anything if it weren't for their
tech crews, she explained.
These crews are responsible
for lighting, sound, makeup, set
design, props, costumes and set
construction.
"The busiest week for the cast
is the week of the dress
rehearsals. But that's the week
that the crews are finishing
everything up,"_ said John
Winans, technical director for
"Forum."
"This really is an educational
theater," said Kiger. "The idea is
that everyone learns while being
part of the show."
Kiger as head of the make-up

crew is responsible for the
special effects which turn 20year-olds into 60-year-olds or 12year-olds.
"I also have to make sure that
actors don't wipe off their nose or
displace an eyebrow while
waiting for their appearance
performance time," she said.
Costuming, naturally, is the
responsibility of the costume
crew.
"Until this year," said Sawyer,
"we have rented costumes. For
Forum, we have made all the
costumes. We'll probably still be
sewing Monday night (the night
before the opening of the show.)"
The advantages of making
costumes for shows, explained
Sawyer, is that they can be
"cannibalized," that is, used for
other productions as other
costumes.
"We'll cut them and cut them
until the material wears out," she
said.
By saving money on costumes,
the Players can put more into
other aspects of the show. As
budgets for each show are
limited, this savings can go to
make
their plays more
professional and even more
entertaining.
"We are producing "Forum"
on a budget of $1,600," says
Winans. "I know that Furman
produced the same show with
$4,500, Georgia Tech with $9,000
and Florida State with $25,000.
"There was a lot of work for
this show because we just built
new flats for the stage. These
flats can be used over and over
again just by painting over them
for any kind of scene that you
need," explained Winans.
"The amazing thing about
these flats is that they can be

dissassembled in five minutes
just by releasing some bolts and
removing some braces," he
commented.
It is the tech director's job "to
know everyone else's job."
Winans said, "I even know some
actors' parts in case I have to fill
in for them."
Winans, as tech director, has
the second most responsible
position as part of the production
after the director. He supervises
all other crews and makes sure
that everything is ready for
opening night.
The tech director has
everything planned before actual
construction of the set takes
place. The set is mapped to the
last detail. "All we need to do is to
follow the map," said Winans.
"We even mark where each set
piece is to be placed right on to
the floor."
Lighting and sound effects are
also planned on paper before they
are actually reproduced. During
rehearsals, the lighting man as
well as the sound man react to
line cues from actors and change
their effects accordingly:
"The lighting man waits for the
cue and then moves the lighting
lever to the appropriate number," explained Winans.
"What is important to point
out," he said, "is that you don't
have to have a special skill to
become part of the tech crews. It
certainly helps if you are an
engineer if you want to work
lights, but is not absolutely
necessary. Anyone can learn the
job."
Sawyer as well as some other
experienced Players, pointed to
the facilities available to them
and the time schedule for use of
continued to page 14

Hair requests committee to review health fees
by Chester S. Spell
Students who question why certain
medical services are charged to them
should be able to find some answers soon,
probably in the next few weeks.

According to Dr. Judson Hair, director
of the Redfern Health Center, "A student
liaison committee has been requested by
me to consider how the students as a group

would like to equalize the increased cost of
the health services."
One area which concerns many students
is that of allergy vaccinations.
According to student handbook
regulations, those services not covered by
the regular medical fee are "routine
physical examinations for employment or
transfer to another school, fees for outside
physicians when called in for consultation
and medical or surgical services performed away from the University."
Hair pointed out, in addition, that the
brochure at Redfern specifies "medication
for 'chronic' or long term illness or
medical problems" as requiring an additional charge.

Banta

In a Sept. 4 memorandum to students
receiving vaccines for allergies, Hair
stated, "Since there is such a growing
number of students who require various
types of allergy vaccines which are both
stored and administered here at Redfern
Health Center along with an accurate, up
to date record maintained on each student
who receives this service, we find it
necessary to make a charge of $1 per visit
for this service. This charge is to cover the
cost of syringes and needles as well as the
nurses' time in administering this
'chronic,' long term medication and is in
line with our long standing policy."

Hair explained, "We did not change our
policy at all. We just put one type of
medication under a new group of
, medications which require additional
charge."
Hair is hopeful that student government
will come up with suggestions for a
charging system that would be fair to all
the students.
"I have talked to John Rivers (Student
Senate president) about this student
committee and he said that something
may be started this week."
Hair went on to say, "I would urge any
student interested in this matter to contact
his student senator about his views and
possibly about being on the committee, as
I don't know whether the committee has
been selected yet."
Commenting upon University medical
fees, Hair said, "I would personally be
against an overall increase in medical fees
for students, as some students naturally do
not use the health service as much as
others and some do not use certain services, as the allergy vaccinations, at all.
"I would favor a system based more on
the interests of special groups of students,
but I realize that this decision, especially
regarding the financial aspects, should be
left up to the students themselves. This is
why I requested the student committee."
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Efforts for Ravenel continue on campus
by Susan Truett
"The Young Democrats have
tried to be optimistic" about
Charles "Pug" Ravenel's
chances for getting back into the
governor's race, states Wendy
Meyers, president of the
organization.
But the Young Democrats
aren't sitting around waiting for
the U.S. Supreme Court to rule on
Ravenel's residency case. The

organization is working now to
help get Ravenel out of the
$258,000 debt he has already
incurred.
Wednesday night the Clemson
chapter of Young Democrats held
a pancake supper to raise money.
"We will have people standing at
the gates at the next home
football game trying to collect
contributions," said Meyers, who

is also the co-coordinator for
"Youth for Ravenel" on the
Clemson campus.
"The reason Pug is in debt is
because he wouldn't accept
money from unions and other
organizations," claimed Meyers.
"He could be out of debt if he had
accepted money from them, but
he didn't want to be obligated to
any of them. Pug has been
depending on the people of South
Carolina to put him in office. The
people have given generously,
but, unfortunately it's not
enough."
Young Democrat Lynn Krisher
is optimistic about Ravenel's
future candidacy. She bases her
hopes on recent developments in
Charleston.
According
to
Krisher, a woman in Charleston
feels her rights as a citizen of
South Carolina have been
violated because she cannot vote
for the gubernatorial candidate
of her choice — Ravenel. She has
brought her case to the federal
court in Charleston, whose ruling
was not in her favor. The case
was supposed to be discussed by
the United States Supreme Court
this week.
If the United States Supreme
Court rules that the residency
clause of the South Carolina
Constitution is unconstitutional,
Ravenel will automatically be
back in the race for governor,
according to Krisher.
"Dorn has already said he will
drop out of the race if the

Supreme Court rules in favor of
Pug," she stated. If they decide
to hear the case, the Supreme
Court should make its decision by
the middle of October.
Meanwhile, Young Democrats
will be soliciting donations to
repay Ravenel's debts. Tables
have been set up on campus with
the theme "Two Bucks for Pug."
"Soon we'll have placards with
pictures of Pug on them that we'll
give to people who contribute a
dollar or more," stated Meyers.

The organization will also be
selling "Ravenel for Governor"
tee-shirts at $3 apiece.
"We always appreciate any
donations,"
Meyers said.
"Anyone who would like to
contribute may contact me, Suzy
Nichols (the other co-coordinator
for Youth for Ravenel), or
donations can be sent directly to
the Ravenel for Governor
Headquarters, 123 Meeting
Street, Charleston, S.C."
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Campbell calls for changing state priorities
by Debbie Graham Dunning
"The political climate we find ourselves
in today—the turmoil—is something I
think could have been avoided and should
have been avoided," South Carolina
candidate for lieutenant governor Carroll
Campbell told a small audience in the
amphitheater Tuesday afternoon.
"I place the blame very squarely on
those who back in the spring did not make
sure that the matter was fully judicated,"
the state legislator from Greenville continued.
He feels that the problem started back in
the spring when Charles "Pug" Ravenel
was not taken seriously by the Democratic
party. Campbell explained that someone
brought a "friendly action" suit against
Ravenel to see if he were eligible to run.
"The Democratic party was made a party
to that action, but they did not file a
disjoinder s(sic),; they; did np^,become an
adversary to the suit because they did not
take Ravenel seriously."
According to Campbell the Democrats
did not think they had to appeal the case
because Ravenel, an unknown, could be
beaten in the primary.
Again blaming the parties of the original
suit, Campbell called the incident "unfair
to Ravenel. Whether he was eligible to run
should have been decided with the first
suit."
Although the political situation in South
Carolina may be changing as far as
candidates are concerned, Campbell
maintained that the issues are the same.
One issue which Campbell cited is the
economic issue. "We're concerned with
the priorities of spending in South
Carolina. The government has basic
responsibilities, and where we have fallen
short in this state is where we have not
funded our basic responsibilities up to a
level of excellence," he said.
One of the basic responsibilities, according to Campbell, is education.
"Although the budget in South Carolina
has gone from approximately $500 million
in 1970 to $1 billion now, some of our public
schools are not even accredited," he said.
And also in spite of the drastic increase,
"Our mental health institutions are on
probation for lack of funding, and we have
places in this state where people don't
have adequate health care delivery," he
said.
What has the money been doing?,
Campbell asked. He doesn't lay the blame
completely on inflation. "The truth is that

while we do not have adequate educational
and health facilities, we've embarked on
some real nice programs. We have built
some beautiful motels and hotels in the
state. But they are not nice when we have
people suffering in mental hospitals that
do not have adequate care," he said.
Neither is the educational television
system across the state "nice" when we
have 35 to 40 children in first grade classes
who are not being taught to read and write,
he continued. "There is something wrong
with the direction of expenditures in this
state," Campbell surmised.
Pointing out another political issue,
Campbell said that beyond the
misdirection of expenditures, the
legislators are not even held accountable
for the money spent. "You elect people to
the legislature, but you don't give them
any research facilities oi;..any investigative
arm to try to check on state agencies. You
fund programs every year, but the report
given at the end of the year contains no
performance audit as to whether the
program did what it was supposed to do,"
he said.
He believes that no one would run a
business the way some things are run in
the state government. So to make the
government more accountable to the
taxpayers a few years ago Campbell and
some other legislators "proposed a bill for
a general accounting office to act as the
investigative arm of the General
Assembly to see if the programs were
doing what they should."
Although this bill did not get through,
Campbell said that it did get a foundation
in the budget this year on which to grow.
"And when it grows, maybe we will have a
state agency to give us the wherewithal to
check on the state's bureaucracy," he
said.
Another issue is the environmental
issue, according to Campbell. He
remarked that environmental issues have
been up before the General Assembly and
that he has a 93 per cent rating on environmental legislation. Campbell handled
the Tidelands bill in subcommittee two
years ago and claims to know the "ins and
outs" of environmental issues.
Getting down to what he called the "real
nitty-gritty of this whole campaign,"
Campbell spoke on ethics in government.
He revealed that in the last two years, 14
members of the General Assembly have
received $300,000 in legal fees from the
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three major private utilities in South
Carolina. He blames the government of the
state for this because "it is the way things
have been done in South Carolina."
He feels that it is wrong for a member of
the General Assembly to go before the
Public Service Committee and represent a
client in a rate increase case because the
General Assembly elects the members of
that committee and sets their salaries.
"I'm sure it is clear to everybody the
potential for conflict of interest that
exists," he said.
Campbell explained that since 1969, four
ethics bills have been killed, the last two in
1973 and 1974 dying in the senate. "There
are a few senators in this state who have a
death grip on what can and cannot be
done," Campbell believes.
As lieutenent governor, Campbell does
not plan to "just get along'' with the
General Assembly. He. plans to stand up
for what he believes in.
He explained that as lieutenant
: governor, he could preside over the senate,
but he "won't bend the rules for his
benefit."
He could also appoint conference anq"
study committees which rewrite the
legislation of major issues and formulate
the major legislation for, the state
respectively. "As lieutenant governor I
would make appointments to these
committees on the basis of who had input
on a given piece of legislature, not on the
basis of the seniority system, which has
held us back in the senate," he said.
Completing his list of political issues,
Campbell told of a "tragic thing that is
happening in politics this year." He said
that 24 members of the house of
representatives quit, and most of them
were under the age of 35. According to
Campbell their reasons were that it takes
too long or they can't earn a living. One
representative, however, asked, "How do I
tell my nine-year-old daughter that I'm not
a crook?"
Campbell believes that we need ethics
legislation because the public thinks all
politicians are crooks. "We need it to
protect the many innocent who have to
bear the blame for the actions of the few
who are crooked."
Commenting on the idea that some
people aren't going to vote at all because of
the Ravenel incident, Campbell said that
someone who does not vote has no right to
complain about what's going on.
Realizing that most people in the
audience were between the ages of 18 and
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21 and had only recently been able to vote,
Campbell said that he had sponsored a
constitutional amendment dealing with 18year-olds' rights, called the 18-year-old
Rights and Responsibilities Amendment.
He feels that people between these ages of
18 and 21 are "hybrid citizens with neither
the status of adults or children."
He finds it ridiculous that, although
these people are not allowed to manage
their own affairs, they can sit on a jury or
change the course of the country with their
vote. "The amendment will be on the
ballot, so it's up to the people of South
Carolina now," Campbell said.
When asked about home rule legislation,
Campbell cited it as a "prime example of
how the people's will has been thwarted by
a handful of very powerful senators." He
explained that the people of this state
voted for home rule legislation, but a
handful of powerful senators refused to let
the legislation go through. He described
the situation as "bordering on taxation
without representation."
"We need home rule in South Carolina,
and if it takes it," he said, "we need a
constitutional convention to get around
some of the roadblocks in the South
Carolina Senate."
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letters
Don't abuse
YMCA theater
This letter is directed to the
whole student body about
something that should concern
every one of us. This is about the
use and abuse of the YMCA
theater.
I don't know if everyone is
familiar with the theater or not,
but this past summer the theater
was completely remodeled from
the floor up. The walls were
painted and a velvet type
material was hung on the walls
all the way around. The floor was
completely redone and new seats
were installed.
An airconditioning and heating unit is
now being installed and should be
ready in the near future.
All this was done for the benefit
of the students and no one else.
This was done as a part of the
building of the new student union
which is something that students
have wanted and asked for for
many years.
My main gripe and a gripe of
many others who work with the
theater is that we have a rule of
no smoking in the theater. This
rule was made for many reasons
and a few of them are: it is a fire
hazard to smoke in there, many
of the new seats can be burned by
people
dropping
lighted
cigarettes on the seats, the floor
gets burned somewhat when the
cigarette is put out on the floor
and the most important one is
that there is a state fire law that

prohibits smoking.
The problem is that many
students who come to see the
movies smoke in the theater
regardless of the rules we have.
We try to stop them from
smoking and some stop when we
ask them to but others continue to
smoke by hiding the cigarette
where it can't be seen. I can't
understand how students can be
so irresponsible for themselves
because they are only destroying
something that is theirs. If a
person must smoke, he can step
out in the lobby and smoke—then
return to the theater.
Another thing that some people
have already stolen is a curtain.
Someone has stolen a poster of
the movie "Magnum Force" out
of the display window. These are
things that really show the immaturity of the persons involved
because they are really stealing
from themselves.
I cannot see why anyone would
need a curtain like the one stolen;
it has to be that the person feels
real big because he stole it and
wasn't caught. I think this really
makes a person very small and
very narrow minded because he
has taken something that belongs
to himself and the rest of the
students here at Clemson.
I only ask for myself and others
that we take care of the theater
and treat it with a knowledge that
it is ours and we want to keep it in
the state it is in now. We need the
cooperation of every student to
keep the theater in A-l shape. We
really need your help.
Andy Harris

greater intellectual capacity than
that.
I seem to remember another
belabored maxim "... government of the people, by the people,
and for the people..." True, this
refers to the United States
Constitution, but I'm sure the
establishment of the South
Carolina government has not
become so arrogant as to consider itself above that. Maybe we
should secede. Then we wouldn't
have to worry about this
democracy crap.
Sure, we'll get by without Mr.
Ravenel. But more likely as an
oyster, not a pearl. Try chasing
dreams with corporal punishment in our schools, capital
punishment in our prisons and a
dentist in the governor's mansion. And brush after every meal.
Jeff Davis

Picnic embers
may pose threat
Sunday my wife and I went
to Issaqueena to roast marshmallows and found several
large pieces of wood glowing red
in the barbecue pit. These ashes
and the brisk breeze were
adequate to start a forest fire. We
used the fire and drowned it
thoroughly before we left.
The picnic areas at Issaqueena
are for everyone's use and I urge
you to go out there if just to see
the falls. Please be careful,
though, because another untended fire could roast a lot more
than marshmallows next time.
Michael Davis

Constitution vs.
'paranoia' law
So the courts have made their
decision. "Pug" Ravenel will not
be the next governor of South
Carolina, and you say the law is
not unjust.
What—is our system so perfect
as to never do an injustice?
Surely if there ever was an unjust
American law (and I would be the
last to say there was!), this 80year-old bit of "carpetbagger
paranoia" is it. Or do you insist
that it's right because it's there?
I will accuse both the persons
responsible for last week's "Year
of Irony" and our student body
president (in his letter) of

Council needs
students' input
In the last meeting of the
University Planning Council
(Sept. 17), Dr. A. S. Tombes
presented a resolution to the
council proposing that "the
University begin planning now
for the development of a center
pedestrian campus which will be
bounded on the north by Tillman
Hall, on the east by Brackett,
Hardin and Olin Halls, on the
south by Riggs Hall and on the
west by the Student Union and
which will require the removal of
Calhoun Drive from the in-

tersection with the street serving
Tillman Hall to the 90 degree
curve between Olin and Riggs
Halls and also the removal of
Fort Hill Street from the Trustee
House to the intersection with
Calhoun Drive."
The purpose of this proposal
(which will be further discussed
at the Planning Council meeting
of Oct. 15) is to stimulate
discussion of the pedestrian
campus concept and to begin
bringing about the actualization
of some aspects of a pedestrian
campus.
The pedestrian campus concept was originated by a Student
Senate resolution in 1971
requesting that vehicular traffic
be eliminated from the inner
campus and was given some
formulation in the Land Use and
Parking Master Plans in 1973.
Throughout its existence, the
Planning Council has struggled
with the pedestrian campus
concept, Dr. Tombes' proposal is
an attempt to get the University
to take some solid steps in this
area. It should be noted that the
Student Senate, the Planning
Council, and the University's
Executive Committee have all
gone on record as supporting the
pedestrian campus concept.
Before the next meeting of the
council, John Rivers and I will
attempt to poll student opinion on
the particular resolution quoted
above by going through select
dorms on the evening of Thursday Oct. 10. In the meantime, we
need students to contact us or
continued to page 16
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Dorn for governor?
It finally happened. The Democrats
have nominated William Jennings Bryan
Dorn for governor.
Last spring the country boy from
Greenwood seemed unbeatable. He was
retiring at the peak of his career in
Congress to the governor's mansion. It
was comfortable South Carolina politics
at its best.
Who can help feeling disillusioned by
the events of the last year? While Earle
Morris was being toasted about the state
as the next governor of South Carolina,
Gov. John West refused to endorse him.
Subsequent gossip from "high political
circles" suggested that Dorn might be a
more attractive candidate.
Then — to add a little a spice —
Culbertson leaped, Zeigler trod, Dukes
cooked, Bessinger galloped, and Ravenel
blazed on the scene. Well, Culbertson
limped and Zeigler tripped and Dukes got
fried and Bessinger fell off his horse — all
while Ravenel continued to blaze.
And Ravenel won. Dorn, for whom the
Democratic establishment had abandoned Morris, was beaten.
He graciously acknowledged his
defeat, tendered his congratulations,
promised his support and retired to

Greenwood instead of the governor's
mansion.
Ravenel's victory unleashed a wave of
political optimism unknown in this state.
Groups which had never before allied
joined in a common goal of putting their
man in office. It was going to be a good
year.
Then Dukes and Dekle and ...
challenged Ravenel's eligibility — and,
for the moment at least, have won. We
may never know the identity of the
financial backers of the suit, but the
evidence seems to point to Greenwood.
So, the Democrats conventioneered.
State Sen. Richard Riley of Greenville
might have won and carried the new
ideals to the November election, but
Ravenel refused to endorse him until it
was too late.
Dorn was nominated. The Democratic
party has placed his hame on the ballot
opposite Republican Jim Edwards and
Independent Peggy Jennings.
They blew it. The voters now link
Dorn's name with the suit which
eliminated their hero. And those who
willfully disregarded the wishes of the
people of South Carolina may find the
going rough in November.

Cooperation promises benefits
Rivalry between two major state
universities is a nearly universal
phenomenon. Auburn-Alabama, FloridaFlorida State, North Carolina-N.C.
State—the list goes on and on.
South Carolina is no different. Clemson
and USC are traditional rivals—from the
athletic field to the floor of the state
legislature. The rivalry between
proponents of the "cow college" and the
"party school" has ranged from goodnatured ribbing to dead-serious political
backstabbing—often at the expense of the
people of South Carolina.
It was most heartening last week,
therefore, when representatives from
Clemson and USC met in Columbia with
Gov. John West to begin work on
cooperation between the two schools. It
was a session long overdue—one which,

by all accounts, was promising and
productive.
_
Several benefits of the schools'
cooperation are possible. A sharing of
research, library and academic
facilities, as well as elimination of costly
duplication of effort, sounds most
promising.
It would be foolish to believe that all
will go smoothly between Clemson and
USC after one such session. No doubt
conflicts will arise, but they need not
degenerate into the verbal slugging
matches of the past.
If the university representatives who
met in Columbia were serious about their
efforts, the schools could be entering an
era of cooperation long overdue in the
state. We applaud their efforts and look
forward to the results.
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Title IX needs support
by Nancy E. Jacobs
In less than two weeks, on Oct.
15, the deadline for submitting
comments about Title IX of the
Educational Amendments of 1972
to the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare (HEW)
will have passed.
Title IX, is that highly controversial piece of legislation
which forbids sex discrimination
in most federally funded
educational institutions. The
proposed guidelines cover nearly
every aspect of the educational
process—admissions,
scholarships, classes, housing, athletics
and activities—requiring comparable treatment for both sexes
by federally funded educational
institutions.
For three months following the
Oct. 15 deadline, HEW will
evaluate the comments and
suggestions received about the
proposed guidelines. Around
January 1975, the revised
guidelines will be sent to the
White House for final approval
and incorporated into a code with
the force of law.
Institutions which do not
comply with the regulations may
be faced with a cutoff of federal
funds or possible court action. It
is on this point that several
groups and institutions start to
get squirmish.
Athletic directors across the
country—guided
by
the
benevolent hand of the National
Collegiate Athletic Association —
lament the "certain death" of
their athletic programs should
the current guidelines with
respect to athletics be adopted.
"Title IX will destroy intercollegiate athletics as we
know it today," they crymeaning, of course, that they
might have to rearrange their

budgets to provide equitable
athletic opportunities for women.
How sad.
But athletics aside, let's get a
little closer to home. What
changes might Title IX bring at
Clemson?
Admissions —
Clemson
University maintains a higher
SAT score and predicted GPR
cutoff level for women who apply
than for men. This practice insures that more men than women
will be admitted to Clemson in
any given year—thus denying
qualified women a place at the
University while less qualified
men are admitted
Regulations—Women
dormitory residents at Clemson are
subject to discriminatory
regulations requiring them to
sign in visitors of the opposite
sex. Men dormitory residents are
subject to no such regulation.
Title IX will require comparable
regulations for both sexes.
Employment and promotion of
personnel—According to a recent
report, there are no women in top
administrative positions at the
University, and, of 662 full-time
teaching faculty, only 83 are
women.
Some members of the
University community are
openly boasting that Title IX will
never see the light of day after
the coming evaluation period—
they are banking on it to assure
the status quo at Clemson.
It is up to those of us who care
about ending sex discrimination
to prove them wrong. One way to
do that is by addressing comments supporting Title IX to
William H. Thomas, Regional
Director of Civil Rights, HEW, 50
Seventh St. NE, Room 134,
Atlanta, Ga. 30323.

viewpoint
Government accountability tops Edward's list
(Note: This Tiger interview with Republican gubernatorial candidate James Edwards took place Sept. 26.)
TIGER: Let's start with the topic that's number one on
nearly everyone's mind — inflation. How can we deal with
the problem?
EDWARDS: We have to return to a standard of money
that has some value to back up our paper money — the
gold standard for example. When we return to the gold
standard, our money will be valuable. Until we do, it's
hard to get other countries of the world — and even our
own people — to have confidence in a piece of paper.
The secondary — and immediate — problem is the
government giving large groups of people all the
necessities of life without requiring them to give goods
and services in return. As a result, you've got a
tremendous buying power on one hand and a decreased
number of goods and services on the other. As a result
there's only one way prices are going to go under the old
law of supply and demand — up, up, up.
Now, what can we do? Number one, I will admit, the
federal government deficit spending and giveaway
programs are the main causes of inflation. But in the
recent five-year period the greatest percentage increase
in government spending has been at the state and local
level.
Just to point out the situation ... from 1960 to 1970, when
the population of South Carolina increased 8.7 per cent,
the cost of South Carolina government went up 170 per
cent. That was in 1970, when the budget was $570 million.
This year we have a $930 million budget.
These are some of the things we've got to do: cut down
the cost of government, decrease the legislative session,
declare a moratorium on hiring new personnel except in
the fields of education and health care.
Just to point out the problem here ... in the last four
years when the present governor has been in the executive
mansion, the number of state employes has grown from
17,000 to 37,000. The taxpaying public can't afford to
support all those bureaucrats down there. So we've got to
declare a moratorium on hiring any new personnel and let
the natural attrition of resignations and retirements cut
this bureaucracy down. I don't think it's fair to clean out
the bureaucracy, because it's just not fair.
TIGER: You have suggested a program of "zero
budgeting." Would you explain that concept?
EDWARDS: This will be one way we can help control
expenditures. To explain it briefly, today when the
agencies decide on the preparation of their budgets, they
assume that they're going to get everything they got the
year before. Then they build on that.
I don't want them to assume that. I want them to go
back to zero and justify every penny the taxpayers are
going to have to underwrite for the following year. So
often they (the agencies) get the money and assume that
they need it, when all too often you could take a good look
at it — maybe you don't need these programs.
Another thing I've proposed to do is to take a 10 per cent
across-the-board cut in the executive budget right away
just to set an example to other agencies of government in
hopes that they will follow the example voluntarily and
not be required to do it.
TIGER: You have said that we need to "get back to
basics" in education. How would you propose that we
improve public education in the state?
EDWARDS: There's a set program. Number one, we've
got to increase teachers' pay — way higher than the
Southeastern average — there's no question about that.
We've got to restore order and discipline to the
classrooms; we've got to lift the excessive tasks off the
backs of the teachers and put them on the administrators
and hire para-professionals as needed so that we can
allow the teachers to do what they best can do — teach our
children.
Another thing, I think we ought to take a close look at
the curriculum required for teacher certification in South
Carolina. All too often we put too much emphasis on
education techniques and not enough on the subject that
the teacher is going to be required to teach.
I've proposed a program of early oral and written
communications in the first, second and possibly even the
third grades, so that when the children hit the third and
fourth grades they can read and write and comprehend
what they have read on the grade level they're supposed
to before they move on to a higher grade. They can get
more out of the higher grades that way.
I propose that we cut the classes in first and second
grade to not over 20 students per class. That way the
students can have more individual attention and can
achieve these things that are needed to move on. With this

individual attention, the teachers can discover problems
that children have and correct these problems early instead of doing it later on.
This will cost a little bit more to start with, but I think
the money we'll save by not requiring remedial courses
later on down the line will balance out and probably save
the taxpayers money in the long run.
We've got to have some curriculum requirements, some
standard, so the public and the taxpayers can be assured
that that teacher meets the basic requirements necessary
to go into that profession. This thing of doing away with
the National Teacher's Examination — for pay purposes,
it hasn't been used for several years.
But I'm a doctor. How would you like to come in and let
me cut on you if I did not have to pass any basic
examination required by the state for me to become a
doctor? Why in the world would anyone want a teacher to
be able to enter the profession without any prerequisites
being laid down — some qualifications she has to meet?
There are colleges around today that give degrees to
people who really aren't qualified to teach. The National
Teacher's Examination in the minds of so many educators
around the country is strictly a literacy test to assure that
our teachers can read and write and comprehend
material at a 12th grade level. Surely this isn't asking too
much of our teachers.
The multi-limbed tree of education is another thing
we've proposed. This will take the potentially disruptive
students out of the academic classroom and put them in a
career-development program that will educate them as
fully as they can be educated in the liberal arts
curriculum. But at the same time, it will prepare them to
be productive citizens in our free society so they won't be
freeloaders on society and they can learn a trade so that
they can take care of themselves.
Gifted arts students could go into another limb of this
tree. Over in Greenville they have a high school of fine
arts, where the student stays in the regular academic
classroom half a day and then goes over into the high
school of fine arts.
I would like the career-development program to be
flexible enough to allow a student to go on a four-hour shift
in industry and go to school too. You could have two
students, for example — one in the morning and one in the
afternoon — fill a full eight-hour shift in industry.
TIGER: How would these programs be financed?
EDWARDS: These programs I have proposed will cost
more money, and we have to shift our priorities.
Up until the fifties, we were a very poor state with
limited resources. Then in the fifties, we all of a sudden
became affluent in government. And I think the leadership of state government has mismanaged the funds,
because we've tried to be everything to all people — we've
built motels on lakes and, you know, a lot of facilities for
tourism, parks and recreation; we've financed Belmont
Plantation so all the politicians can have a place to hunt.
What we need to do is to reorder our priorities so that we
can concentrate on four things: education, health care,
law enforcement and reform in government. This is most
important. We've got to bring about meaningful reform,
get rid of conflict of interest, bring about meaningful
ethics legislation and bring about more participation of
people in government.
Which brings me to another thing that I want to see
done. You know they have the White House fellows and the
White House interns and the Senate interns. As governor
of South Carolina I'm going to go around to colleges and
high schools across the state and ask the political science
professors and deans of the various colleges to send me
their bright students for a 30-day tour in the governor's
office so they can see first hand how government works.
That way we can stimulate interest, rebuild confidence
in government and let young people see first hand what
goes on in government — the problems we have — and
hopefully create more participation of people in government.
This is what we need more of in South Carolina. It's been
sort of a closed family — its been sort of selfish; they don't
let anybody else in the fraternity. The establishment has
really choked progress in South Carolina.
TIGER: How do you stand on ethics legislation?
EDWARDS: Every time the so-called Wise ethics bill
has been brought up in the Senate that I was there, I have
voted in favor of bringing it out of committee. It is not
good legislation as it is written today, but I thought if we
brought it out of committee we could work it over on the
Senate floor and come up with a responsible ethics law.
Another thing I think we need to put more emphasis on
is accountability in government. I was one of three
senators who spoke and voted for a bill to require a roll

EDWARDS
call in the Senate, stipulating that if you were not present
on the Senate floor to answer the roll call you did not get
your per diem for that day's service in the Senate.
Another thing we need is a strong general accounting
office — that is a post-budget audit — so that after the
money is spent, a separate auditing agency can review the
way the money's spent and see that it's spent effectively
and efficiently. With that, we could do away with the
duplication of effort that has gone on for so many years in
South Carolina government.
TIGER: Comment, please, on the drug laws in South
Carolina. Are they equitable?
EDWARDS: I have mixed emotions about the whole
problem. Number one, we've got to crack down on the
pusher of drugs; we've got to crack down on the user of
drugs. Users all too often become pushers to support the
habit, particularly when they get on the hard drugs.
One thing I think we do need to do is reduce the penalty
for the first-offense marijuana user with one ounce or less
in his possession. The first time — just to help our judicial
processes — we need to reduce this from $100 and 90 days
to $100 and 30 days. This will allow the first offender to be
tried in magistrate's court,,and he won't have to go to
circuit court.
'
This will speed up the young person's trial. He'll be
caught probably Saturday night and be tried Monday
morning in magistrate's court. Justice will be sure and
swift, and he'll get his just reward for getting out of line.
He won't go back as a hero that's waiting to go to court.
The second thing it will do is to unload the court dockets
that are weighted down with these lesser offenses and do
not let us get rapidly enough to the more serious drug
offenses.
I've already introduced a bill, by the way, to accomplish
this. It's lost in committee — the lawyer-legislators have
sidetracked it, because in the big court you usually have to
have a lawyer to represent you. In the magistrate's court
you may not need one. This, I'm sure enters into it quite a
bit.
The lawyer-legislators in the Senate took me to task,
because I was being "soft" on the drug users. Nothing
could be further from the truth. I was trying to bring about
a meaningful and responsible solution to the problem.
TIGER: How do you feel about the ERA?
EDWARDS: I've got a pretty good record on this subject, and I am in favor of equal pay for equal work done.
I'm in favor of more executive jobs for women.
I feel that women have all the legal means needed now
to accomplish what they want. Anything the ERA will give
them, they can accomplish with the present laws: the
Civil Rights Act of 1965, the Equal Employment Opportunity Act.
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CD A presents

in Littlejohn Coliseum
Clemson, S.C.

Saturday
October 5
8:00 p.m

BLACK
OAK
ARKANSAS

T. REX

tickets $5.25 advance
6.25 floor
6.25 at door
Limited number of advance student tickets *1.00 off
on sale in Schiiletter Hall and Harcombe Commons
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campus bulletin
THE JOINT Engineering Council is
sponsoring a dance from 8-12 in Newman
Hall (by P&AS Bldg.) on Friday, Oct. 4. All
engineering students are welcome. Price
$1.00 per person.
DELTA Sigma Nu will have a
Wed., Oct. 9 at 7 p.m. in rm. 1
Members are reminded that dues
paid by this date. A speaker will be

meeting
Kinard.
must be
present.

PRIOR TO the Clemson vs. Georgia
football game, a chicken barbecue lunch will
be served at Littlejohn Coliseum, near gate
No. 8, on Saturday, Oct. 5, 1974. From 10:30
until 2 p.m. In case of rain the lunch will be
served at Fike Field House. Sponsored by
Alpha Tau Alpha and Society for the advancement of Agricultural Education,
Clemson University.
AMERICAN Institute of Chemical
Engineers will hold a beer bust and shrimp
bail for members and guests, Y-beach, 5-8
p.m., Friday. Members may come free;
guests, $2.50. Transportation will be
provided from Earle Hall between 5-fcp.m.
PRE-VET club will meet Monday 7 p.m. at
118 Brackett. Dues should be paid at or
before the meeting.
OUTING CLUB will meet Tuesday, %p.m.,
201 Godfrey. There will be a vote on the
constitution and a slide presentation by Alan
:
Barnliardt. Everyone is welcome.
FEDERATED Women's Club of Clemson
will meet Monday at 8 p.m. in the education
building of the Fort Hill Presbyterian
Church. The program and meeting is concerned with UNICEF and international
affairs. Interested members of the community are invited.
AGAPE weekly devotionals are Friday, 6
p.m., Church of Christ, Clemson.
ECKANKAR discussion group meets in 103
Strode, 7:30 p.m. Tuesday. Anyone Interested is welcome.
STUDENTS wishing to attend the South
Carolina State Student Legislature must
apply in person at room 806 above the loggia
on Thurs., Oct. 10 at 7 p.m. For more information call Rodney Sprott at 656-6655 or
Bert Taylor at 656-6654.
MICRO SOCIETY will meet Thursday,
7:30 p.m. The place will be listed on posters
around campus.
TAPS will have two more days of makeups for class pictures on Oct. 14-15 by apl-pointment only. Call 2379 after Sunday to
make an appointment. Times will be between 8 a.m. and 5:30 p.m.
FOOD CO-OP will meet at 7 p.m. Monday
in the Wesley Foundation Chapel. All interested are invited to attend the meeting
and share with all.

NATURAL FOODS short course. Taught
by Lolly Johnson of "Lady of the Well" and
sponsored by the Student Union. Meets four
Wednesday nights form 7:30-8:30 p.m. in the
YMCA and in Food Industry's kitchen. Cost
is only $2.00 to learn about grains, breadmaking and protein. Starts Oct. 15 and
please register in the YMCA by Oct. 11.
MINSTRELof the Appalachia, the world's
most authentic festival of mountain music
and dancing, will be held Friday and
Saturday at Mars Hill College, Mars Hill,
N.C. The eighth annual festival will include
workshops in clawhammering, clogging,
banjo playing, guitar playing, ballad
singing, and fiddle playing. Jam sessions
and crafts demonstrations are also
promised.
THE CLEMSON Bicycle Club will have a
ride on Sunday, October 6 at 2:30 p.m. The
ride will be to Twin Lakes and back (approximately 18 miles). For information
contact Leo Jacobs, A-933 Johnstone, 6567866.

classifieds

SATURDAY
Local talent in the Gutter,open 9p.m., fre.

FOR SALE: 1965 Chevelle Malibu convertible, 6 cyl. SS, new fires and top good
running condition, excellent gas mileage.
Call Rich 656-7500.
FOR SALE: Sherwood 7100 integrated
amplifier 37 watts RMS channel $200. PE
2012 Turntable with dust cover, Stanton
cartridge $100. 2 Royal 5A speakers, 10"
woofer, 2V2 tweeter, 40 watts channel $100.
Must sell at total value of over $700. Call
Robert 654-4689.
FOR SALE: 1956 2 door Chevrolet coupe.
New battery, rebuilt 283 with 3 speed
straight drive. Good rubber. $500. 654-6741.
Ask for Chris.
PERSONAL: I thank all those who voted
for me in the recent D section senate runoff.
If you have anything you would like to see
brought before the senate, come by or leave
your ideas in room 214. Jim Tolley

SUNDAY
Cybil Huskey Modern Dance:
Workshop, Tillman Aud. 3-5 p.m., free.
Performance, Tillman Aud. 8-9 p.m., free.
Lecture Demonstration, Tillman Aud. 9-10
p.m., free.
Sunday Free Flick, "The General" and
"Buck Rogers No. 4", Student Union-YMCA
Theater, 8 p.m.
MONDAY
Movie: "Butch Cassidy and the Sundance
Kid," thru Wed., student Union-YMCA
Theater, 7 and 9 p.m.
Chair Caning Short Course, YMCA, 7 p.m.
Yoga Short Course, YMCA, 7:15 p.m.

PERSONAL: Lost on second floor Daniel
one pair wire rim glasses. Call 654-6587.

THURSDAY
Movie: "What's Up Doc," thru Sat.,
Student-Union YMCA Theater 7 and 9 p.m.

PERSONAL: Lost a brown trifold wallet
Saturday in B-Hall stairway. Call Pete 8553.

Sign up for Natural Foods Short Course by
Oct. 11. Cost $2.

ABORTION, birth control info and
referral. No fee up to 24 weeks. General
anesthesia. Vasectomy, tubal ligation also
available. Free pregnancy test. Call PCS,
non-profit, 202-298-7995.

SECRETARY assistant to professional
writer. Typing and research. Terrible pay
but assignment is fun and rewarding. Drop a
note to "Writer", Box 676, Liberty, S.C. 29857
or call 843-9678 p.m.
FOR SALE: one couch. $25 or negotiable.
Call 654-4467.

SCSSl
South Carolina State
Student Legislature

FRIDAY
Beer Bust, Y-beach gym, 8 p.m., adm. $2.
Local talent in the Gutter, open 9 p.m ,
free.
Movie: "Magnum Force", thru Sat.,
Student Union YMCA Theater, 7 and 9 p.m.

sCHECK ER CYCLE SALES
OIRT BIKl SPECIALISTS

1974
INTER-AMA

MORE MUSIC-

WEDNESDAY
Macrame Short Course No. 2, 7-9 p.m.

Apply in person at

$2,000 PURSE MOTOCROSS
OCT. 27th ANDERSON
CHECK WITH US FOR DETAILS.

the Student Gort. Office

CZ250
RED FRAME $1,249

CHAMPION
U.S. GRAN
PRIX BOOTS

Thursday Oetober 10
at 7 p.m.

$49.95

UNITARIAN Fellowship will show
"Powers That Be," an NBC documentary on
nuclear energy, 10:30 p.m., Sunday, YMCA.
THE SHADOW really does know. Listen to
it on WSBF, Tuesdays and Thursdays at 7:00
and 11:00 p.m.

Rodney Sprott 656-6655

A RETREAT with Winthrop College and
the Spartanburg Colleges at Ridgecrest
Baptist Assembly will be Oct. 11-13. For
reservations call 654-4101.

Bert Taylor 656-6654

ED SEABOUGH, nationally known writer
and composer will share some of his works
on Oct. 9 at 7 p.m. in the sanctuary of First
Baptist Church. A reception will follow.
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DID YOU KNOW . . .
That South Carolina vehicles will display only a rear license tag beginning with the 1975

Beat the

edition (on sale September 30, 1974)?
PROMOTE THE

<\GE,TS
By displaying this classically designed FRONT PLATE. It is constructed of sturdy 26 gauge
steel with embossed borders, and handsomely finished in the School Colors.
Order now for guaranteed delivery in 4 to 6 weeks.

Dogs

COMPLETE AND MAIL THE COUPON WITH YOUR CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO:

Lynch Drug Co.

POST OFFICE BOX 114.2
COLUMBIA. S. C. 29211

Gentlemen: Accept my order for:

Only $3.00 plus tax

Name

Plates at $3.00 each

_

4% State Sales Tax

_

(Please Print)

Address.

Downtown

Clemson

City

State

Zip-

Amount enclosed
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Edwards
continued from page 11
I introduced a concurrent resolution in the Senate
setting up a committee to study the inequality and
discrimination in hiring in state government against
women, and I am now working on a bill to make any
discrimination relative to credit for women illegal in
South Carolina.

TIGER: Do you feel South Carolina needs more industry? If so, what kind of balance should be maintained
between industry and the environment in the state?
EDWARDS: Yes, we do need more industry in South
Carolina. No, we don't need more industry in areas where
they already have negative unemployment, such as in the
Piedmont.
We do need industry in areas of unemployment. We
need it very badly in Williamsburg County, Jasper
County, Colleton County and some of the Lowcountry
counties.
Any industry we recruit must have two things: it must
increase the per capita income of our people. I don't want
the problems unless we have some benefits resulting from
them. The second thing, we must keep the pollution of our

But I am not in favor of the Equal Rights Amendment as
it is drawn up today. It adds a lot of confusion to an
already confused society. I don't feel that women should
be forced to enter the armed services. I think if a man
marries a woman and leaves her, he should be responsible
for supporting his children. The Equal Rights Amendment
makes it so he doesn't necessarily have to do that.

environment to an absolute minimum. We don't want
polluting industries in our state no matter how much
money they bring.
TIGER: Recent court decisions have indicated that
students may be allowed to vote where they attend school.
How do you feel about this?
EDWARDS: I don't think it matters too much where
students vote as long as they vote. I can see some possible
dangers like in Berkeley, Calif., where they've taken over.
But basically, I think the students of South Carolina are
doggone responsible people. They're more informed than
we are in my generation. And if our generation participated as fully in the political activities as this
generation has participated, we wouldn't be in the mess
we're in today.
_____
.

'Forum'
continued from page 5
Daniel auditorium as the main
limitations to good theater at
Clemson.
"To put it mildly," said
Sawyer, "it is just an apalling
theater to work in, as far as the
physical theater goes. The stage
is too small for one thing. Actors
and actresses must use one room
for
make-up,
costuming,
meeting, lounging between
scenes, waiting for curtain calls,
everything.
"The liberal arts department,
out of the goodness of their
hearts, is letting us use this room
(105 Daniel). But there's no
running water, no place to store
props and for modesty's sake, the
cast has to dress in public Johns."
To top it all off, the room given

to them could be "taken away
from them tomorrow" if the
department were pressured into
utilizing all available classroom
space.
"There are plans for the
construction of a performing arts
center on campus but funding for
it is always blocked in the state
legislature. 'Why Clemson
doesn't need this building,' they
say, 'it has Daniel Auditorium.'
What they don't seem to realize is
that it was built as a lecture hall,
not as a theater," Sawyer said.
Scheduling for use of the
auditorium seems to be another
hindrance to the Players and the
smooth running of rehearsals.
"Shows have gone on at this
school with less than four
rehearslas (on stage) for the
show—that's not dress rehearsals, that's any kind of rehear-

If you pay more

than 25$ fa 0"*
you are not drinking with us

**«*"'* Gold Nugget *»d
■ Attic Lounge
A FUQUA COMPANY
Now Showing

sal," commented one Player.
"We've been extraordinarily
lucky," said Sawyer. "We've
only had to move out of the
auditorium once or twice and
were given seven dress .
rehearsals." But Wednesday
night, the cast and crew had to
strike the set for "some recital,"
complained one set construction
crew member.
And like all organizations, the
Players are troubled by a lack of
interested
and
dedicated
members, they maintained.
"Everyone theoretically has a
crew," said Rupert Johnson, the
prop man for "Forum." "But
take me for example—I am the
crew."
As the crew chairpersons can
verify, "We have plenty of work
for those who don't actespecially if we continue to
create their own costumes,"
maintained Sawyer. "God do we
have work," she emphasized.
Understaffed crews and too
much work are problems the
Players feel that they might
bring on themselves.
"The problem is," said
Sawyer, speaking for the
Players, "is that nobody has the
time to teach anybody anything.
Anyone coming to help out begins
to feel left out and unwanted
because nobody has the time to
say 'now this is how you do this
and this is how you do that.' It
always comes out 'do this' or
'why did you do it that way?'"
"But believe me," she continued, "we do want help. If
people can only stick it out for a

Earth Born Shampoo
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12 oz. bottles
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only
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Impairs

Cold Cuts

19«

Martin's Drug Store
Downtown

meeting and are hoping that
many new faces will come to join
them.
Dr. A. J. Fear, associate
professor of English, will conduct
a read-through on Oct. 15 and 16
of the Players' next production,
"Ghosts." He will begin auditions
for parts Oct. 17.
"The read-through is not for
auditioning," said Rhodes. "It is
only to familiarize people with
the roles. We do hope that anyone
interested will join us Oct. 15."

Featuring Delicatessen

Introductory
Size Scope

SOON
"A TIME-BOMB OF A MOVIE,"

Stevenson

'AT THE

Green Apple, Avocado, Apricot

A LUCAS FILM LTD/COPPOLA CO Production
A UNIVERSAL PICTURE • TECHNICOLOR"

SAWYER
little while, they'll find they fit in
easily."
Most of the Players agree that
being involved in the theater is
one of the few activities where a
family spirit is created. "It is a
team sport ,type feeling that
everyone experiences," they say.
"For five solid weeks, we work
our asses off, all of us working for
one thing—to make the show a
grand success."
On Oct. 15, the Clemson
Players are holding a general

Clemson

Danish Ham
Sliced Turkey Breast
Hard Salami
Imported Swiss
Cold Cut Special
Our Submarine Sandwich
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Organizations recognized

Your advertisement could

by Jack McKenzie,

be looked at right here

Three newly-created student
organizations received official
recognition this week by the
Student Senate. Acting on
favorable recommendations
from its Student Organizations
and Affairs Committee, the
senate gave recognition to the
Rod and Gun Club, the Hugo L.
Black Pre-Law Society and the
Joint Engineering Council.
Vacancies
on
various
University committees were also
filled at Monday's senate session.
Nancy Hodge was elected to
serve on the Laboratory Animals
Welfare Committee. Anita Alston
will sit on the Student Union
Governing Board.
John Bunning and Frank
Quails were tapped for positions
on the Student Government
Finance Committee. Other

members of the Finance Committee, which rules on all
requests for funds by student
organizations, are the vice
president of the student body, the
senate chairperson of the Student
Organizations and Affairs
Committee, chairperson of the
Department of Services and the
treasurer of the student body.
Before adjourning, the senate
heard a report from the
Administration-Faculty-Student
Council by Ombudsman Frank
Quails. Quails explained the
council's function as being
responsible for considering
"requests, complaints and
hassels" involving persons within
the University community. He
urged senators to make use of the
council when they are confronted
with such problems.

Sony
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COME TO
HAPPY
HOUR
4-6 P.M.
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Open 4-12 p.m.
Mon.-Sat.

^OTTO^

A rustic atmosphere with booths in secluded
nooks, and a juke box with oldies, beach music,
top forties, etc. also foosball, Pinball, other
games and dance
Bar featuring Beer (draft and bottle)
wines, sandwiches, pizzas

Senate run-off elections
results are announced
In a run-off election held
Tuesday, Sam Ingram and Jim
Tolley were elected to Student
Senate from D-section of Johnstone Hall.

by 20,000 eyes.

T

Call 656-2150
or 656-2151

AFTER
CLEMSON
BEATS GEORGIA

Another run-off in D-section
will be next Tuesday between
Cecil Walker and Harold Price
Jr. for election to student senate.

Crown

Dual

P.E.

B.I.C.

SONIC REALISM AT
AFFORDABLE PRICES
$

39995 (SAVE 96.80)

HARMAN KARDON 330 B AM-FM
RECEIVER
SMALLER
ADVENT
LOUDSPEAKERS BSR 520 AX RECORD
CHANGER ADC PHONO CARTRIDGE
AT LAST A FULL FIDELITY STEREO SYSTEM
THAT GIVES YOU ALL THE MUSIC YOU WANT TO
HEAR AND WITH OUR DISCOUNT AT A PRICE
YOU CAN EASILY AFFORD.

MS. LEE
picks Cone
Cotton Denim
to give a coed lots of
looks for her money.
A wardrobe in themselves,
these Indigo-dyed denim
partners with all the assets
of 100% comfortable
cotton. Choose one or
all for Fall! Junior sizes.
Ask for Ms.Lee at your
favorite campus store.

SAVE $59.90 OFF MANUFACTURER'S
LIST PRICE
NEED A NEW STYLUS?
LAST SALE
54.95 19.95
SHURE M91ED
77.50 49.95
SHURE V15 TYPE III
AUDIO TECHNICA AT 12E 54.95 19.95
AUDIO TECHNICA AT 12S 64.95 38.95
AUDIO TECHNICA AT 14S 75.00 56.00
AUDIO TECHNICA AT 20S 175.00 157.50

.Conet
denim

Music MACHINE!

ANDKRSON IIWV. AT 2H BY PASS. ANDERSON, S. ( . AT L'24-2:,(i2.
Open 10 5:30 Mon. Sat.

Sony

Shure

Citation

Crown

Dual

P.E.

B.I.C.

Gone makes fabrics people live in.
I

CONE MILLS I 1440 BROADWAY. NEW YORK. N.Y. 1001B
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WAFFLE KING RESTAURANT
OPEN 24 HOURS
FROM CLEMSON TURN LEFT AT TEC.
One Block in Pendleton
Phone 646-3400
We heard you were here for an education
complete rock selection
List 4.98 2.99 School Kid's
Price 5.98 3.99 Price
6.98 4.79
7.98 4.99
9.98 6.69
11.98 7.79

School Kid's Records 103 coii»9e AV*.

1971 MG Midget
$
1695
Red, new tires
Serviced by us regularly

Europair Imports
654-3404
Parts and service on imports
Did you ever had to make up
your mind?
Do it at

JUDGE KELLER'S
Lee Denim
Jackets Also,
Blue Jean Pants, Chambrey
Work Shirts, Overalls, Sox
and Underwear
DOWNTOWN

CLEMSON

Irish Tour '74 is a good mixture of these
and other styles that never drag or slows
down and carry you along on the tides of
emotion that live audiences experience.
The album starts off strongly with
"Cradle Rock", a driving rocker that sets
the tempo for most of the rest of the songs.
continued from Another hit is "Tatoo'd Lady," the title
track from an earlier studio album. A
page 4
Tony Joe White tune, "As the Crow Flies,"
turns Rory loose on solo acoustic slide
guitar.
Another original track, "A Million Miles
Away," turns the whole band loose to work
and run circles around each other in a
moving, far-off song that is the best of the
entire album.
The back-up band is excellent. Gerry
McAvoy on bass, Rod D'Ath on drums and
Lou Martin on keyboards provide a roughand-tumble background for Gallagher and
often share lead parts.

The whole album is a solid package of
rock-n-roll tat ought to impress and delight
almost anyone, especially if you've been
exposed to any of Gallagher's work before.

we like

For six weeks now we've been trying to
get a quote from Johnny Winter in here,
but it keeps getting cut. Anyway, here's
what Winter said n a Guitar Player
magazine interview in answer to the
question, "Did your parents support you
psychologically?"
"At first they supported me, but they
tried to convince me that it probably
wouldn't be the coolest thing to do; that I'd
be on the road all the time, and that all
musicians were either drunks, dope addicts, or sexual perverts of some kind. And
I said, 'It don't have to be that way,
though. Of course, they were right."

letters
continued from page 9
their senators and present some
opinion on this issue. Your
opinions are important and
highly valued by the Planning
Council. The pedestrian campus
concept was initiated by and will
be implemented in the name of
student
interests.
Your
cooperation in helping us know
student feelings on the particular
proposal now before the council is
greatly needed and will be
greatly appreciated.
You can contact me at 656-2151
or 656-7819.
Reginald Brantley
Student Body President

Right to arms
under attack
The right to keep and bear
arms is integral to the American
heritage of liberty and freedom.
Approximately one-fourth of the
nation's people now benefit
directly from this freedom as
actual
firearms
owners.
Although some media and
political personalities wage a
pressured public relations
campaign to weaken or to destroy
this liberty, tens of millions of
Americans exercise the right to
keep and bear arms in legitimate
shooting activities.
The constitutionally guaranteed right to keep and bear arms
is under more concerted attack
today than at any time since the
British Crown tried to seize
Americans' guns in 1775. Chief
opponents of the traditional
American right to keep and bear
arms include the Americans for

Democratic Action, Sen. Birch
Bayh, Philip Hart, Edward
Kennedy and Adlai Stevenson
and those monsters of.the media
who lash private gun ownership
through such channels of anti-gun
propaganda as the Los Angeles
Times, The New York Times, The
Washington Post, ABC, CBS and
NBC.
Compared to these onslaughts,
anything the National Rifle
Association might do would be
merely lost in the shuffle. What
chance does the NRA stand with
its relatively small membership
when it is confronted with such
national powerhouses like the
Times and Post?
If one believes the second
amendment pertains only to the
militia then perhaps you should
do some reading on the
background of the United States
Constitution. In the Virginia
Constitution drafted in June of
1776, Thomas Jefferson wrote
"no freeman shall ever be
debarred the use of arms."
Each
year,
newspapers
throughout the U.S. report
thousands of instances in which
the presence of privately owned
firearms helped prevent murder,
rape, assault, robbery or theft.
Despite the obvious crime
deterrence of private firearms
ownership by law-abiding
citizens and the dissuading effect
on some would-be criminals of
the possibility of meeting a lawabiding armed citizen during the
perpetration of a criminal act,
advocates of extremist gun
control measures such as
firearms registration, gun owner

f

licensing and governmental
prohibition of firearms sales or
governmental confiscation of
privately owned firearms continually barrage the public with
the fallacy that privately owned
firearms are a causal factor in
the crime problem.
Around 1930, for example, the
national firearms homicide rate,
when controls were less
stringent, was 5.7 per 100,000
population, while by 1970 the rate
was 5.0 per 100,000. Also, there
has been a proliferation of
firearms in the United States
during the same period.
States with tough anti-gun laws
have not succeeded in taking
guns out of the hands of criminals
and in fact statistics show that
states which have enacted
restrictive gun laws have experienced an increase in
homicide rates. In New York, the
state with the most restrictive
laws in the country, the overall
homicide rate has been steadily
increasing — from 3.7 per 100,000
in 1960 to 7.9 in 1970, an increase
of 213 per cent!
The answer is not more laws
but stricter enforcement of the
existing laws. Tell the 22 million
active hunters, trap, skeet and
target shooters that stay within
the law, that their legitimate
activities are endangering the
general welfare. A poll conducted
by the National Enquirer showed
that 82 per cent of the American
public opposes further tough
federal gun control legislation.
The right to keep and bear arms
must be preserved.
Jeffrey H. Dunlap

AndersonjviALL

Pabst Z'! Draft

NOW

IN ANDERSON MALL

2 BIG HITS!

UTfJYT£?(S
CANOEING C A Vlf
KAYAKING

107 EARLE ST.
(Behind First National Bank)
One Block Hike From Campus

'42
at
5:35
8:55
'44
at
4:00
7:20

In everyone's
life there's a

"SUMMER
OF '42"
Also on the
same program

"CLASS OF '44"
Last complete
show at 7:20
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Clemson to host weekend soccer tourney
by Kerry Capps
When the NCAA regional soccer playoffs
get underway this November, the top four
teams in the southern region will compete
in a single elimination playoff to determine who will go on to represent the South
in the national playoffs. This weekend four
teams—Clemson, Howard, South Florida
and West Virginia—will offer what could
well be a preview of those playoffs when
they square off in the first annual Clemson
Invitational Soccer Tournament.
The tournament is a set tournament. On
Friday, South Florida, ranked third in the
region, plays Howard, the South's second
ranked team. In the second game top
ranked Clemson meets fifth ranked West
Virginia. Then on Sunday, South Florida
plays West Virginia in the first game,
followed by Clemson and Howard.
The tournament champion will be the
team which has the most wins during the
two-day competition. If two or more teams
tie in the number of wins, the championship will be decided by determining
which team has the greatest goal margin—
the largest combined scoring difference
over two opponents. If that figure is also
tied, the winner will be the team with the
largest total number of goals scored. In the
event that there is still a tie, corner kicks
will be counted to determine who takes
home the championship trophy.
K;J

Clemson soccer coach, I. M. Ibrahim, is
excited about hosting the tournament.
"The level of soccer should be very exciting to watch, and promises to be highly
competitive," he said. "This should be the
greatest soccer weekend ever at Clemson.
We expect all four games to be really
close."
Those attending the tournament this
weekend will not only be able to watch four
of the top collegiate soccer teams in the
nation, but they will also be exposed to at
least three very different approaches to
the game. Clemson and Howard both play
a South American-styled game. South
Florida will offer a good example of the St.
Louis style of play, while West Virginia
will use a somewhat different American
variation on the game.
FolwAing is a brief summary of the
playing styles and key personnel of each of
the tournament's four participants.

SOUTH FLORIDA: Recruiting its players
exclusively from Ireland and the St. Louis
area, South Florida has over the past
several seasons risen to be one of the
South's most consistently strong teams.
The Golden Brahmans finished second in
the region behind Clemson last season, and
ended the season ranked 12th in the nation.
The Brahmans come into the tournament with an 0-1-0 record, as they lost
their season opener to Clemson last
Saturday by a narrow 2-1 margin. They
were ranked 14th in the nation last week.
South Florida utilizes a 4-2-4 alignment,

drop one wing back on defense and leave
their other wing up field to strike.
The Howard attack, which is the
strongest part of the Bisons' game, is very
similar in style to that of Clemson. They
like to go down the wings with the ball and
then chip it across to their strikers.
Richard Davy from Jamaica will head
the attack from the wing. All-American
senior Michael Bain from Trinidad, a
member of Howard's 1971 national
championship team, and center forward
Shola Oshkin from Nigeria combine to give
the Bisons a very strong front line attack.

Trailing

the
Tiger
with four backs, four strikers, and two
midfield players. Their attack is based on
an effective use of the short pass in
working the ball to their strikers. They
rarely dribble the ball.
The Brahmans will occasionally go to a
clever offsides-trap in an attempt to pull
an attacking team offsides to break up a
scoring effort.
1

HOWARD: Howard comes into the
Clemson Invitational with a perfect 4-0-0
record, ranked second in the South and
sixth in the nation. The Bisons opened their
season with an 8-0 win over Towson, and
have since gone on to defeat Cleveland
State 2-0, Alderson-Broaddus 4-0, and
Spring Garden College 15-3.
Howard's attacking style will differ
according to particular situations, but
their most common style is a 4-3-3. They
use four backs at all times, regardless of
their offensive formation. They usually

Howard will be the most experienced of
the four teams in the tournament, returning a number of junior and senior starters
from last season. In addition, six freshman
recruits, including four very romising
prospects from Nigeria, will play leading
roles for the Bisons.
WEST VIRGINIA: The Mountaineers
come into the tournament with a 2-1-1
record. A team with a great amount of
potential, West Virginia has been plagued
during its first four games by a lack of
consistency.
They opened their season by topping
Alderson-Broaddus 5-0, but then dropped a
one-sided 7-2 game to nationally fourth
ranked Penn State in their next outing.
They then beat Towson 5-1, before tying
Baltimore 2-2 last Saturday.
Like Howard, West Virginia enters the
tournament with a veteran team, including a number of players who have

gained all-star recognition in the past.
The Mountaineers employ a 3-3-4
'sweeper' or 'stopper' system of play. The
defense keys around the sweeper, Joe
Okhakhu, who plays the middle back
position. He drops back behind the other
defensive players to cut off downfield
passes, protecting the goal. He will also
move all over the field to help out the other
backs whenever they get into trouble.
The only weakness in the system is that
when the sweeper leaves his position to go
help out somewhere else, a gap is left in
the position which he vacated. That gap is
then vunerable to attack.
The top goal producer for West Virginia
is All-American Jack Cardosa, who was
the nation's third leading scorer last year
with 29 goals. Halfback Manny Matos, who
was second in team scoring last season, is
also back on the front line.
Two first team junior college AilAmericans from last season, halfback
Francisco Girona and back Jim Zylberberg, have also stepped into starting roles.
CLEMSON: The Tigers enter the tournament with a 4-0-0 record. They opened
the season with a 5-2 win over Madison,
and then returned home to shut out Furman 4-0. The team then left on a two game
trip to Florida where they beat South
Florida 2-1 and Jacksonville 8-0.
The Tigers play out of a 4-4-2 system
designed to give the team maximum offensive and defensive flexibility. The 4-4-2
requires the wings to play on both offense
and defense, bringing the ball down the
outside on the attack and then falling back
on defense whenever the opposition has the
ball.
The system requires a great deal of
speed and endurance from both the wings
and the strikers, but when executed
poperly is very safe defensively.
It is also common for one of the Clemson
backs to overlap in the attack, in effect
becoming a third striker.
On occasion the Tigers may switch to a
4-3-3 system, with three players on the
front line and three in the midfield.
The tournament-opening South FloridaHoward game will get underway Friday at
2 p.m., with the Clemson-West Virginia
game to follow at 4 p.m. On Sunday, the
starting time for the WestVirginia-South
Florida game will be 1:30 p.m., with
Clemson meeting Howard at 3:30 p.m.

Booters edge South Florida 2-1; bomb Jacksonville
by Steve Ellis
Clemson's soccer team
defended its top ranking in the
South by defeating South
Florida and Jacksonville over
the weekend. Clemson turned
back its strongest test thus far
this season from third ranked
South Florida, beating the
Brahmans 2-1.
Although South Florida
outshot Clemson 8-4 in the
initial period, the first half
ended in a scoreless deadlock.
Most of the shots during the
first half posed no serious
tthreat to either goalie, as both
team's defenses showed
considerable strength.
In the second half Clemson
opened up, as the Tigers out-

shot South Florida 14-6. The
first goal of the game came
with five minutes gone in the
second half when Clemson's
John Babashak stole the ball in
front of the South Florida goal
and kicked it in. The goal was
Babashak's first this season.
South Florida tied the score
25 minutes later despite goalie
Denis Carrington's effort to
stop the shot. The score
developed when Carrington
dived to his right, knocking the
ball down. A South Florida
player then kicked the loose
ball in.
The winning goal was scored
by freshmen Rennie Phillips,
the team's leading scorer. Eric

Smith was credited with his
assist when his pass headed in
by Phillips. The goal was his
seventh for the year.
Commenting on the game
Coach I. M. Ibrahim said,
"None of the three goals were
due to attacking plays. All
resulted from defensive
errors."
At Jacksonville the play was
dominated by Clemson, as the
Tigers outshot the Dolphins 422. After taking a 5-0 lead in the
opening 35 minutes Clemson
relied on its reserves
throughout the rest of the

the game's leading scorer with
four goals. Other Clemson
players who scored were
Ralston Moore, Clyde Watson,
Ron Giesbers, and Douglass
Scott.

impressive offensively and
defensively the last three
games." He also cited the
excellent performances of
Giesbers and Moore on
defense.

Following the two games,
Ibrahim said, "Our defense is
playing well. Carrington has
made some tremendous saves
thus far — especially in the
South Florida game. One such
play in that game included a
one on one situation which he
broke up.

Of his freshmen players
Ibrahim said, " Phillips has
been coming along well, but
neither he nor Hyles has
reached his potential. Also,
Ibrahim cited freshmen Scott
and Gary Chuck as playing
well when called upon.
Summing up his teams
performance Ibrahim said
after four games, "We think
we're going to be better than

"Clyde Brown is probably
playing the best soccer that
he's played since coming to
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Tigers meet Dogs after big win over Tech
by Kerry Capps
It's fourth down and two on the
four yard line. Georgia Tech
leads Clemson 17-14 with just
over eight minutes left in the
game. A field goal would tie the
game, but a touchdown might win
it. Quarterback Mike O'Cain
signals for a time out and goes
over to the sideline to talk the
situation over with Red Parker.
After conferring with the coach
he trots back onto the field.
O'Cain steps under center,
takes the ball, fakes an inside
dive play, and then pops the ball
over the middle to tight end
Bennie Cunningham, who's all
alone in the end zone. Bob
Burgess kicks the extra point to
put Clemson ahead 21-17.
That story book scenario, of
course, was a description of
Clemson's winning touchdown
last Saturday against Georgia
Tech. The gamble paid off, and
Gemson got the big win that Red
Parker said that the Tigers had to
have.
The Tigers dominated the
game both offensively and
defensively — to a far greater
extent than the 21-17 score would
indicate., The team proved
Saturday, that it is capable of
playing the kind of football that
was expected of it before the

season began.
It would be nice to have a week
off to enjoy the victory. Nevertheless, on Saturday Vince
Dooley brings his Georgia
Bulldogs to Clemson for what
promises to be a rough afternoon
— win or lose.
Inconsistency is the key word
in describing the Bulldog's
performance in their first three
outings. Georgia beat Oregon
State in their season opener, but
allowed 35 points to be scored
against their usually strong
defense. The following week the
Bulldogs were stunned by underdog Mississippi State 38-14.
Then last week they turned
around to crush South Carolina
52-14.
On paper there is no reason
that Georgia should not have one
of the top football teams in the
nation this season — for that
reason they were picked as a top
ten choice in at least two preseason polls.
As usual, the Bulldogs are big.
Their offensive line averages 251
pounds per man from tackle to
tackle.
Operating behind that front
five is a new veer offense led by
sophomore quarterback Matt
Robinson. Under Robinson's

leadership, the Bulldogs piled up
over 600 yards total offense
against South Carolina.

*F*%

Senior Horace King and junior
Glynn Harrison pace the Georgia
rushing attack, with adequate
replacements in Rayfield
Williams and Andy Reid.
Whenever Vince Dooley
decides to go to the air he has
available one of the most
dangerous wide receivers in the
nation — Gene Washington.
Clemson best remembers
Washington from last season as a
kickoff return man, as he broke a
96-yard touchdown return against
the Tigers last season in Athens.
On defense, Dooley started out
the season by experimenting with
a new defensive formation — a
basic Oklahoma "50". After
seeing his team give up five
touchdowns in each of its first two
contests, Dooley abandoned the
new system last week, going back
to Georgia's traditional eight
man front.
Georgia will start one freshman, one sophomore, two juniors
and. seven seniors on defense
against the Tigers.

FRESHMAN running back William Scott breaks away from a
Georgia Tech defender during last Saturday's win over the Yellow
Jackets. Scott gained 43 yards on 5 carries.

Sport* briefs

Moorhead optimistic despite cross country losses

ROY KULIKOWSKI, who finished second in Tuesday's cross
country loss to Furman, has been Clemson's most consistent performer this season.

Although Clemson's cross
country team. lost to Furman
Tuesday, Coach Jim Moorhead
believes his team can beat
Georgia Tech this Saturday.
Commenting on Tuesday's 1944 defeat Moorhead said,
"Furman is very tough, we knew
that. At the Stone Mountain
Invitational Furman won the
five-mile road race, but I thought
we would do better than what we
did." Clemson placed only two
runners, Roy Kulikowski finished
second behind Furman's Jim
Rash, while Herman Jutzeler
placed ninth. Rash set a new six
mile course record in 30 min. 35
sec.
Rounding out the top seven for
Clemson were Bob Douglass,
Dave Wright, Connie Grant,
Bryan Waldrep and Bob
Drummond.
Missing from the top seven
were Dean Matthews, the team's
second man, and Tom Shields.
Matthews, who along with
Kulikowski has finished con-

sistently strong this season, was
unable to finish the race due to a
recent sickness. Shields dropped
from the team due to academic
pressure.
Moorhead is now faced with
problem of having only eight
runners. Only five of those eight
runners have collegiate experience.
"We are not going to give up,"
commented Moorhead. "We are
going to give our best with what
we got. Tech definitely can be
beaten. At Stone /Mountain our
top five place ahead of their's at
the end of five miles even though
we had five more miles to run."
"I don't know how strong Dean
(Matthews) will be by Saturday,
added Moorhead. "But if he is
okay by then, our top three should
finish strongly. Herman Jutzeler
has been improving and should
finish well in this race."
Saturday's race will be held on
the 4.4 mile course at Tech. The
following Saturday Gemson will
face North Carolina at home.

INTRAMURAI.S
Softball playoffs to determine
the intramural championship will
begin Oct. 7. As of last week there
were 17 undefeated teams
remaining in the five divisions.
TENNIS
After an exhibition win over the
Athens Tennis Gub, the Gemson
tennis team is completing its fall
round-robin tournament this
week to determine team
positions. Representatives for the
Southern Intercollegiate Tennis
Tournament on Oct. 10,11, and 12
are also being selected.
Presently, Fernando Maynetto,
last year's national junior college
champion, is
undefeated.
Returning letterman Stefan
Laporte is ranked as the number
two man, with Ralph Walker,
Steve Vaughn, and Bobby McKee
tied for third. Howie Orlin,
another returnee, has been injured, but is also in contention for
the third position.

Football Predictions
KERRY
CAPPS
(5-5)
GAMES
GEORGIA — CLEMSON
AUBURN — MIAMI, FLA.
FURMAN — RICHMOND
MISSOURI — WISCONSIN
PITTSBURGH — NORTH CAROLINA
OKLAHOMA STATE — TEXAS TECH
WEST VIRGINIA — INDIANA
—ALABAMA — MISSISSIPPI
LOUISIANA STATE — FLORIDA
VIRGINIA — GEORGIA TECH

Georgia
Auburn
Richmond
Missouri
UNC
Tech
Indiana
Bama
LSU
Tech

RICHARD
BYRD
(6-4)
Georgia
Auburn
Richmond
Wisconsin
UNC
State
West Va.
Bama
Florida
Tech

JIM
LUCAS
(7-3)
Clemson
Auburn
Richmod
Missouri
State
Indiana
Bama
Florida
Tech

STEVE
ELLIS
(5-5)
Clemson
Miami
Richmond
Wisconsin
Pitt
Tech
Indiana
Ole Miss
Florida
Va.

LIZ
DOYLE
(8-2)
Georgia
Auburn *
Furman
Missouri
Pitt
Tech
Indiana
Bama
Florida
Tech

JOHN
ROWNTREE
(6-4)
Georgia
Miami
Furman
Wisconsin
Pitt
Tech
Indiana
Bama
Florida
Tech

HORATIO
SCHWARTZ
(5-5)

EILEEN
MOORE
(5-5)

TIN CAN
CONSENSUS
(4-6)

Clemson

Pitt
Tech
West Va.

Wisconsin
Pitt
Tech
Indiana

West. Va.

LSU
Tech

LSU
Tech

LSU
Tech
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Women's fencing team seeks new members
by Steve Ellis
Due to the proposed implementation of
Title IX, women's sports are being viewed
with new enthusiasm at most of the
nation's colleges. Despite such national
interest, the Clemson Women's Fencing
Club's membership is very low.
According to Anita Austin, the fencers
coach, "Presently we have only eight girls
on the team. Graduation really hurt us. We
lost our starting first team due to
graduation, and several others have either
transfered to other colleges or dropped the
team due to heavy schedules."
Ironically, for the first time since its
formation in 1968, the team has adequate
equipment for practice and competition.
"We now have enough equipment for 15
girls, for teaching and practicing purposes," added Austin. "For competition
we have enough to send six to nine girls to
meets. This does not mean we would limit
the team to just 15, it would be no problem
to share equipment."
"Because the club is funded by student
government we just don't have the money
we need to travel," Austin said. "At
present we are also unsure of how, we stand
as far as facilities are concerned, We-were
once told that fencing would have its own
room when the new Fike Center is
finished, then we were told we would have
to share with wrestling. I'm just not sure
about the facilities at present."
Despite these problems, she explained
that the greatest challenge was in
reaching the girls, Austin elaborated, "I
think most girls know of us, but are
hesitant to find out more about us because
they never fenced before. But that is our
purpose, to teach and give them the
chance to have a skill that many others
don't have."

Presently Austin has recruited six new
members. "Once we get them to come to
practice we have very little trouble
keeping them enthused. I think what appeals to most girls is that fencing is a
unique sport. Most importantly it teaches
coordination, self discipline and confidence." Many of these qualities can be
obtained through practice. But of course
actual competition allows the girl to judge
herself through the performance of other
fencers."
Although the club does not receive much
in the way of funding, the members are
hoping to travel to several invitational
meets. They are definitely planning to
participate in the Vanderbilt meet next
semester, as well as several others in
North Carolina and Virginia.
Since most of the away meets are next
semester, the club, to ensure outside
competition for its members, is hosting an
invitational meet later this month. In
connection with the Amateur Fencers of
America, Clemson will host the women's
meet October 25-27.
"We have sent out 26 invitations but
don't expect too many replies until the
week of the invitational," said Austin.
Even so, colleges such as Vanderbilt,
University of North Carolina, N.C. State
and several women schools have already
shown interest. Also, many of the top
women fencers in the South are expected
to compete.
Since sabre and epee have just been
sanctioned for women's fencing, for many
of the participants it will be their first
chance to compete in those events.
The three day event will begin with
individual competition on Friday.
Saturday's schedule will include com-

petition in the foil and epee. Austin points
out that the highlight of the three day event
will be Sunday when individual and team
competition will be concluded. One reason
for hosting the meet will be to encurage

participation. Through competition,
Austin believes her club will be able to
attract the new members which it so badly
needs.
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Wholesale and Retail Sales
BEST DAM PARTS IN TOWN
AUTO PARTS AND ACCESSORIES
SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNTS

100 Old Stone Church Rd., Clemson, S.C.
Phone 654-5807
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ORGANIZATIONS: IDENTIFY YOURSELVES!
Have your name printed on quality shirts —
original designs at reduced rates for campus
groups. Come on up — we're above the Pizza
Hut.
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Now Thru Sat. Oct. 5

1X4 College Avenue
Clemson, S.C. 29631
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BARBRA STREISAND
RYAN O'NEAL
IN
PETER BOGDANOVICH'S

frames, inc.

"WHAT'S UP DOC?"
IN COLOR > GRATED
SUN.-MON.-TUE-OCT. 6-8

Until Oct. 11
all framing

PIZZA
Hot from the oven
freshly prepared and
baked perfectly for
your enjoyment

\0% Off

656-6521

4C6 Lever

meticulous picture framing

WAFFLE PALACE
Breakfast served
anytime
Clemson Shopping Center

GENE HACKMAN
LIV ULLMANN
—IN—

PANAvTSON* TECHNICOLOR* FROM WARNER BROS fffk
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clemson theatre
COLLEGE AVENUE/654-3230
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